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Abstract

In collaboration with Nirenberg, we performed in vivo RNA interference (RNAi)
genome-wide screening in Drosophila embryos to identify genes required for neuronal
development. One of the identified genes, pebble has been shown to be involved in
Drosophila neuronal development. We have also reported that depletion of Ect2, a
mammalian ortholog of pebble, induces differentiation in NG108-15 cells, a cholinergic
model cell line obtained by hybridization between mouse neuroblastoma × rat glioma
cells. However, the precise role of Ect2 in neuronal development has yet to be studied.
Here, we first confirmed in another adrenergic clone, PC12 cells, that inhibition of Ect2
expression by RNAi stimulated neurite outgrowth. In the mouse embryonic cortex, Ect2
was accumulated throughout the ventricular and subventricular zones, which contain
neuronal progenitor cells. Next, the effects of Ect2 depletion were studied in primary
cultures of mouse embryonic cortical neurons. Loss of Ect2 did not affect the
differentiation stages of neuritogenesis, the number of neurites, or axon length, while
the numbers of growth cones and growth cone-like structures were increased. Taken
together, our results suggest that Ect2 contributes to neuronal morphological
differentiation through regulation of growth cone dynamics.

1. Introduction

RNA interference (RNAi) has been used successfully to screen large numbers of genes
in Caenorhabditis elegans

(Gonczy et al., 2000), Drosophila embryos (Kim et al.,

2004), and Drosophila cell cultures (Boutros et al., 2004; Kiger et al., 2003) to identify
genes that are involved in biological phenomena. In collaboration with Nirenberg, we
previously performed in vivo RNAi to screen for Drosophila genes required in the
development of the embryonic nervous system (Ivanov et al., 2004; Koizumi et al.,
2007). Two genetic screening studies, including our RNAi screens, indicated that pebble
is a gene affecting development of the Drosophila nervous system (Kraut et al., 2001;
Prokopenko et al., 2000). However, the functional role of Ect2, a mammalian ortholog
of pebble, has not been examined in the development of the mammalian nervous system,
except in pituitary development (Islam et al., 2010).
Ect2 and Pebble are guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEF) that function during
cytokinesis. They both activate RhoA (Schmidt and Hall, 2002), which regulates
contractile ring formation through actomyosin contraction (Kishi et al., 1993; Mabuchi
et al., 1993). Prokopenko et al. reported that Pebble mutants failed to form the
contractile ring and showed defects in cytokinesis (Prokopenko et al., 1999). Tatsumoto
et al. reported that downregulation of Ect2 function, either by dominant-negative Ect2
expression or by microinjection of anti-Ect2 antibody, blocked cell division and
generated multinucleate cells (Tatsumoto et al., 1999).
We previously showed the induction of binucleate cells by Ect2 RNAi in mouse
neuroblastoma × rat glioma hybrid NG 108-15 cells, a useful neuronal model produced

in Nirenberg’s laboratory (Nirenberg et al., 1983; Puro and Nirenberg, 1976; McGee et
al., 1978;Tsuji et al., 2011). Although there have been many analyses of ECT2 in
cytokinesis, a recent study revealed possible functions of Ect2 in cellular differentiation
and neuronal regulation; Smallhorn et al. reported that Pebble was involved in
epithelial-mesenchymal transition and mesoderm migration in Drosophila (Smallhorn et
al., 2004). Pebble was identified as a candidate substrate of UBE3A ligase, a gene
responsible for Angelman syndrome that causes severe developmental delay and mental
retardation, associated with autism in a certain ratio (Steffenburg et al., 1996), by
two-dimensional gel and MALDI-TOF analyses (Reiter et al., 2006). Moreover, the
expression level and pattern of Ect2 were remarkably altered in the hippocampus and
cerebellum of UBE3A null mice (Reiter et al., 2006). However, no previous reports
have revealed the precise roles of Ect2 in mammalian neuronal development.
In the present study, we showed that inhibition of Ect2 by RNAi also stimulated
neurite outgrowth in PC12 cells, a nerve growth factor (NGF)-regulated adrenergic
clone derived from pheochromocytoma cells (Greene and Tischler, 1976). Next, we
examined Ect2 expression in the mouse embryonic cortex and found its accumulation
throughout the ventricular and subventricular zone (VZ, SVZ). Furthermore, to assess
the role of Ect2, RNAi was performed in primary cultures of mouse embryonic cortical
neurons. We demonstrated that Ect2 depletion did not affect the defined stages of
neuritogenesis (de Lima et al., 1997) of cultured cortical neurons. While neither the
number of neurites nor axon length showed differences related to the loss of Ect2, the
numbers of growth cones and growth cone-like structures were increased by Ect2
depletion.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. RNA interference in PC12 cells

PC12 cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 5% bovine serum and
10% horse serum (Torocsik et al., 2002). For Ect2 knockdown, siRNA Ect2 #1
(Ect2-RSS360274; Invitrogen, Carlsbad CA, USA) and #2 (Ect2-RSS360275;
Invitrogen) were used. Stealth RNAi Negative Control Duplex (Invitrogen) was used for
control RNAi. The siRNA (0.6 µl of 20 µM siRNA duplex) and 2 µl of Lipofectamine
RNAiMAX (Invitrogen) were mixed in 200 µl DMEM and added to 1 ml of culture
medium according to the manufacturer’s protocol. After 48 h, NGF (50 ng/ml) was
applied to the replaced culture medium (DMEM supplemented with 0.05% bovine
serum and 0.1% horse serum). As the medium was replaced, the cells were again
transfected with each siRNA. For morphological analyses, cells were seeded onto glass
coverslips coated with poly-D-lysine (0.1 mg/ml; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA). Cells
were fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and stained with DAPI. To determine
the knockdown efficiency, the whole cell lysates of PC12 cells were subjected to
SDS-PAGE, followed by immunoblotting as described (Islam et al., 2010).

2.2. Immunohistochemistry

All animal experiments were performed in Slc:ICR mice purchased from Japan SLC,
Inc. (Hamamatsu, Japan). The experiments were carried out in accordance with the
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and

Technology
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immunohistochemistry, embryonic day (E) 14 mice were immersion fixed with 4% PFA
in PBS for 16 h. Procedures for immunohistochemistry using cryosections were
conducted essentially as reported (Islam et al., 2010).

2.3. Primary cultures of embryonic cortical neurons

Cultures of primary cortical neurons were prepared from E14 mice essentially as
described with minor modifications (de Lima et al., 1997). Briefly, dissected cortical
tissue was minced and dissociated with a solution of trypsin-EDTA in PBS for 5 min at
37°C. Dissociation was completed by repeatedly passing the suspension through a
Pasteur pipette. Dissociated cells (1×106 cells) were resuspended in 8 µl of
Resuspension buffer (Invitrogen) with 60 pmol of siRNA Ect2 (Ect2-MSS203768;
Invitrogen) or Stealth RNAi Negative Control Duplex. Neurons were transfected by
electroporation (MicroPorator MP-100; NanoEnTek, Seoul, Korea) according to the
optimized protocol for primary mouse neurons. Neurons were plated onto glass
coverslips coated with poly-D-lysine (0.1 mg/ml; Sigma) and cultured in Neurobasal
culture medium supplemented with 2% B27, 0.5 mM L-glutamine, and 1% FBS. After
24 h, medium was replaced with serum-free culture medium. Neurons were fixed 48 h
after plating with 3.7% PFA and stained with Texas Red-X phalloidin (Invitrogen). The
efficiency of knockdown was examined by immunoblotting and RT-PCR analysis as
described previously (Islam et al., 2010; Tsuji et al., 2011).

2.4. Analysis of cell morphology

Images were taken using an Olympus IX71 inverted microscope equipped with a
CoolSNAP HQ2 camera (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) to determine the
morphology of PC12 cells and cortical primary neurons. PC12 cells possessing at least
one neurite with a length longer than one cell diameter (≥ 22 µm) were defined as
neurite-bearing cells. In the cortical primary neurons, growth cones or growth cone-like
structures were scored if the tip of neurites or branches longer than 10 µm exhibited
either a lamellipodium or ≥ 3 filopodia. Axon lengths were measured from the cell body
to the distal extent of the central region of the growth cone. An axon was defined as a
process that was at least double the length of the next longest minor process. Neurites
were scored if they were longer than 10 µm from the cell body. The statistical
significance of differences between each group was analyzed by the two-tailed
Student’s t test.

3. Results

3.1. Ect2 negatively regulates the differentiation of PC12 cells

We previously performed Ect2 RNAi in the mouse NG108-15 cell line (Tsuji et al.
2011). Depletion of Ect2 stimulated neurite outgrowth and concomitantly increased
acetylcholine esterase mRNA levels. To confirm negative regulation of Ect2 in neuronal
differentiation in another cell line, we performed loss-of-function experiments using the
RNAi method for Ect2 in PC12 cells. Immunoblotting showed that the amount of Ect2
was markedly reduced by Ect2 knockdown (Fig. 1A). Previous studies have indicated
that the downregulation of Ect2 function generates multinucleated cells (Tatsumoto et
al., 1999). Consistent with these findings, Ect2-RNAi in growth medium for 72 h
increased the proportion of multinucleated cells compared to control-RNAi (mean ± SD,
14.7 ± 0.014% (control), 44.3 ± 0.034% (#1), 37.9 ± 0.02% (#2), n=3 independent
experiments, in each of which > 150 cells were examined). Furthermore, the number of
cells showing neurite outgrowth after NGF application for 48 h was increased by
depletion of Ect2 (Fig. 1B and C). These results suggested that Ect2 negatively
regulates neurite outgrowth in NGF-stimulated PC12 cells.

3.2. Role of Ect2 in the early differentiation of cortical neurons

We previously reported Ect2 expression in the mouse embryonic brain by
immunoblotting and RT-PCR analysis (Tsuji et al., 2011). To extend these observations

and determine the spatial distribution of Ect2, we performed immunohistochemistry on
sections from the E14 brain cortex. Ect2 was detected throughout both VZ and SVZ, i.e.,
the two layers rich in progenitor cells (Fig. 2).
Next, the role of Ect2 in early neuronal differentiation was examined by
loss-of-function experiments in cultured embryonic cortical neurons. We transfected
cells with siRNA by electroporation at the time of plating on dishes and analyzed
morphological changes 48 h later. The knockdown of Ect2 was determined by RT-PCR
and immunoblotting (Fig. 3A, B). de Lima et al. (de Lima et al., 1997) defined
neuritogenesis in dissociated cortical neurons: during the early differentiation step of
stage 1, cortical neurons are round and devoid of neurites; stage 2 neurons possess
primordial neurites, but not an established axon; stage 3 neurons extend a single axon
that is often ramified. According to this definition, after 48 h in the control RNAi
culture, 76.2% of embryonic cortical neurons remained in stage 2 and 23.8% reached
stage 3 in our experiments. Almost no neurons were detected in stage 1. No obvious
differences in the ratio of neurons in each differentiation stage were observed with Ect2
depletion compared to controls (Fig. 3C, D). Ect2 depletion had no effect on either the
axon length in stage 3 neurons or the number of neurites (Fig. 3C, E, F). However, we
found significant increases in numbers of growth cones and growth cone-like structures
in Ect2-depleted neurons (Fig. 3C, G). These results indicated Ect2 expression in the
neural/progenitor cells and suggested that Ect2 plays a role in neuronal morphological
differentiation through regulating growth cone dynamics.

4. Discussion

In the present study, we demonstrated that Ect2 depletion induces neurite outgrowth
stimulated by NGF in PC12 cells. Although Ect2 depletion alone had no such effect, the
Ect2 suppressive signal and simultaneous NGF-induced intracellular signal induced
morphological differentiation of PC12 cells. In contrast, we reported previously that
Ect2 inhibition alone can elicit morphological differentiation in NG108-15 cells
characterized by the outgrowth of neurites and by a concomitant increase in
acetylcholine esterase mRNA level (Tsuji et al. 2011). These findings suggest that Ect2
tonically inhibits cellular differentiation and reduction of this inhibitory signal leads
toward neuronal differentiation. The requirement for the second signal may be
dependent on cell type.
Several reports have suggested that regulation of cell cycle, particularly the transition
of G1 to S phase, is important for the differentiation of neuroepithelial cells. During
embryonic development, through cell cycle lengthening, neuroepithelial cells progress
from proliferative to neurogenic division and then transit to radial glial cells (Gotz and
Huttner, 2005; Takahashi et al., 1995). Inactivation of Rho causes accumulation of
p21Cip/WAF and p27Kip, CDK inhibitors, resulting in G1/S arrest (Hirai et al., 1997;
Olson et al., 1998). Increased expression of CDK inhibitor induces neuronal
differentiation (Durand et al., 1997; Molofsky et al., 2004; Ohnuma et al., 1999).
Scoumanne and Chen reported that Ect2 was negatively regulated by p53 and required
for the transition from G1 to S phase in H1299 cells derived from lung carcinoma. They
also showed that knockdown of Ect2 triggered cell cycle arrest in G1 (Scoumanne and

Chen, 2006). Taken together with our data on neuronal cell lines, these observations
suggest that Ect2 may be involved in neuronal differentiation through cell cycle
regulation. Therefore, we expected the induction by Ect2 depletion to advance neuritic
differentiation according to the classification of de Lima et al. (de Lima et al., 1997) in
primary cortical embryonic neurons. However, the ratio of neurons in each
differentiation stage did not differ between Ect2 RNAi and control cells (Fig. 3D). This
discrepancy may be related to differences in length of cell cycle or in the characteristics
of cell proliferation: regulated cell proliferation and cell cycle in the embryonic neurons
and disordered regulation in the cell proliferation and cell cycle in the tumor cells.
In this study, we found that Ect2 depletion increases the number of growth cones and
growth cone-like structures. This result indicates that in embryonic neurons, probably
immature neurons, Ect2 may not be involved in neuritic differentiation (de Lima et al.,
1997) through the cell cycle, but directly participating in reorganization of the actin
cytoskeleton at the tips of neurites (growth cones). To our knowledge, this is the first
report indicating that Ect2 may be directly involved in actin reorganization other than
during cytokinesis.
The increases in numbers of growth cones and growth cone-like structures by Ect2
depletion observed in the present study may have been due to inhibition of the
Rho-ROCK pathway and sequential activation of the Rac pathway when Ect2 was
depleted in neurons. Pebble and Ect2 have been identified as GEFs that mediate Rho
activation during cytokinesis (Lehner, 1992; Tatsumoto et al., 1999). Although Ect2
catalyzes guanine nucleotide exchange on three representative Rho GTPases, i.e., Rho,
Rac1, and Cdc42, in vitro, a very distinct mechanism of regulation toward Rho alone by
localization would be exerting, as shown for Ect2 in HeLa cells (Tatsumoto et al., 1999).

In neurons, it has been reported that the Rho-ROCK pathway is associated with
repulsive cues and growth cone collapse. Rac/Cdc42 is with attractive cues and forward
protrusion (Hall and Lalli., 2010). The Rho-ROCK pathway often appears to function
antagonistically to the Rac/Cdc42 pathway (Tsuji et al., 2002). Further studies are
necessary to elucidate the molecular mechanism underlying the regulation of growth
cone dynamics by Ect2.
As mentioned above, Ect2 is also degraded by UBE3A, one of the candidate genes
responsible for Angelman syndrome with autistic symptoms (Reiter et al., 2006).
Pediatric mental disorders, including autism spectrum disorders (ASDs), are postulated
to involve aberrations in neuronal circuits (Ramocki and Zoghbi, 2008). Considering
our data indicating the developmental expression pattern of Ect2 in the brain and its
involvement in the morphological regulation of growth cones, Ect2 may be one of the
key regulators in remodeling the neuronal circuit. Therefore, further studies of the
spatiotemporal regulation of Ect2 by UBE3A in vivo will contribute to the elucidation of
ASD and the discovery of therapeutic targets for ASD in the future.
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Figure Legends
Fig. 1.
Inhibition of Ect2 expression induces neurite formation by NGF-stimulated PC12 cells.
(A) Depletion of Ect2 protein by siRNA treatment. PC12 cells were transfected with
control siRNA or two Ect2 siRNAs, #1 and 2. After 48 h, the cells were harvested and
subjected to immunoblotting with anti-Ect2 or anti-actin antibody. (B) Representative
images of PC12 cells stimulated with NGF for 48 h. siRNAs were transfected 48 h prior
to the application of NGF. (C) Frequencies of neurite-bearing PC12 cells (means ±
SEM; n = 4 independent experiments, in each of which > 368 cells were examined).
***P < 0.001 compared with controls.

Fig. 2
Expression of Ect2 in the developing mouse cerebral cortex. Coronal sections from E14
were stained with anti-Ect2 (green, left) and DAPI (blue, middle). Ect2 staining was
concentrated in the VZ and SVZ. CP, cortical plate; IZ, intermediate zone; SVZ,
subventricular zone; VZ, ventricular zone.

Fig. 3
Effects of Ect2 depletion in cultured mouse cortical neurons. (A) Depletion of Ect2
mRNA by siRNA treatment. Primary cultured neurons were transfected with control
siRNA or Ect2 siRNA. After 48 h of culture, the cells were harvested and subjected to
RT-PCR analysis. (B) Depletion of Ect2 protein by siRNA treatment. The cells were
harvested after 48 h and subjected to immunoblotting. (C) F-actin structures visualized

with fluorescent phalloidin. Note that Ect2-depleted neurons showed increased numbers
of growth cones and growth cone-like structures. Arrows indicate the cell body and
arrowheads indicate the growth cones and growth cone-like structures. Each different
color indicates each different neuron. (D) Scoring for developmental stages after 48 h in
culture showed that depletion of Ect2 did not affect the differentiation stages. The
percentages of stage 2 neurons were 76.22 ± 1.79% and 81.80 ± 3.95% and of stage 3
neurons were 23.78 ± 1.79% and 18.20 ± 3.95% in the control and Ect2 RNAi neurons,
respectively. There were almost no neurons in stage 1. Data represent mean percentages
± SEM (n = 3 independent experiments). In each of which > 627 neurons and > 192
neurons were examined for stage 2 and stage 3, respectively. (E) The numbers of
neurites per neuron in the two stages were unaffected by Ect2 depletion (stage 2: 4.41 ±
0.10, 4.39 ± 0.09, control and RNAi, respectively; stage 3: 4.30 ± 0.18, 3.92 ± 0.24,
control and RNAi, respectively; means ± SEM) (n = 3 independent experiments; in each
of which > 339 neurons were counted for control and Ect2 RNAi). (F) The axon length
was unaffected by Ect2 depletion (96.0 ± 4.6 µm, 85.4 ± 3.5 µm, control and RNAi,
respectively, means ± SEM) (n = 3 independent experiments; 80 neurons and 81
neurons were counted for control and Ect2 RNAi, respectively). (G) The numbers of
growth cones and growth cone-like structures per neuron were increased by loss of Ect2
(Stage 2: 2.59 ± 0.06, 2.96 ± 0.05, control and RNAi, respectively; stage 3, 1.73 ± 0.07,
2.06 ± 0.08, control and RNAi, respectively; means ± SEM) (n = 3 independent
experiments; in each of which > 400 and > 130 neurons were examined in stage 2 and
stage 3, respectively). **P < 0.004 and ***P < 0.001 compared to control.
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